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0. Introduction

Singular homology is a beautiful theory, in which we can see a clear cor-

respondence between Algebra and Topology. However, it behaves badly on

topological spaces which are not locally simply connected in comparison with

Cech homology. In the present paper we introduce a canonical factor Hl(X)

of singular homology Hn(X), which agrees with singular homology on ANR's

and behaves well on the indicated spaces. We also introduce a notion "quasi-

homotopy" for continuous maps. It turns out that the factor is invariant under

quasi-homotopy.

We state definitions and basic facts in Section 1. In Section 2, we prove

that HTn{X)=Hn{X) for every ANR X. In Section 3, we show that HftX) is

isomorphic to a free abelian group whose rank is equal to the cardinality of

equivalence classes with respect to a certain kind of connectedness. There we

also introduce a notion "quasi-homotopy" and show that the factor is invariant

under quasi-homotopy. In Sections 4, 5 and 6, one can see the advantage of

Hl(X) to the singular homology groups Hn(X). More precisely, Hl{X) are

calculated for certain spaces such as the so-called Hawaiian earring and infinite

products and so on. Furthermore, certain natural abelian groups are realized

as Hl(X) by natural topological spaces X. We shall show that any homo-

morphism from Hl(X) to H%(Y) is induced by a continuous map if X and Y

are obtained by attaching copies of Sn in certain ways. For example, for the

Hawaiian earring H, any homomorphism from H＼(H) to itself can be induced

by a continuous map from H to itself,though this fact does not hold for HX{H).

We also characterize slenderness of abelian groups by using H^(H) and the notion

of spatial homomorphism. (See Theorems 6.2,6.3 and Remark 6.4.) Ralph [22]

has defined a factor of singular chain and homology groups HA and HM. In

Section 4, one can see that HI has similar effect as HA.
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1. Definitions and basic facts

All (topological) spaces in this paper are Tychonoff spaces and all groups

are abelian, unless otherwise stated. For a space X, let Fm(X) denote the set

of all continuous pseudo-metrics on X. ANR's mean absolute neighborhood

retracts for metrizable spaces [13].

By An, we denote the standard n-simplex with vertices e0,■■■,en, where

i{i)―l and et(/)=0 for j^i. We regard AnaAn+1. Let C(An, X) be the set

of all continuous maps from the n-simplex An to a topological space X, Sn(X)

the free abelian group generated by C(An, X) and d―dn+l: Sn+1(X)-+Sn(X) be

the boundary operator as usual [3, Ch. Ill 2.1]. Namely S*: An―>An+＼is the

linear map defined by: £i(eJ)=e-7-for /<j and Si(ej)=ej+1 for j^i. Then dn+1(u)

= 11i=o(―l)iu°ei for mgC(Jb+i, I). The singular homology is defined by:

Hn(X)=Zn(X)/Bn(X＼ where Zn(X)=Kerdn and Bn(X)=lmdn+l.

Now we state the definition of the factor. Regarding C(An, X) as the

topological space with the compact-open topology, we consider Sn(X) as the

free abelian topological group on C(An, X) (in the sence of Markov [18]).

Then, 9 becomes a continuous homomorphism, hence the closure Bn{X) of Bn{X)

isincluded in Zn{X). (Refer to [18], [12] and [17] for the definitionof free abelian

topological groups and [20] for summary.) We define Hl(X)=Zn(X)/Bn(X).

Though Hn＼X) naturally becomes a topological group, we ignore this topology.

By definition,there exists a natural epimorphism ox '･Hn(X)->Hl(X). Let

/* : Hn(X)->Hn(Y) be the homomorphism induced by a continuous map / : X-+Y.

Proposition 1.1. Each continuousmap f: X-+Y induces a homomorphism

fl: Hl(X)->Hl(y) such thatfZ><TX= <TYof*.

In fact, since Sn(X) is a free abeliantopologicalgroup on C{An, X), we

can define a continuous homomorphism /#: Sn(X)->Sn{Y) by: f#(u)=f°u^.

C(Jn, X) for weC(Jn, X). Then f#(B^X))df#(Bn(X))(z'BjY) by the con-

tinuityof /# and a basic fact about singular homology. Thus /* can be de-

fined by f&u + BjX))=f#(u)+'Bjy). We have /Wx=<W* by definition.

By the homotopy invariance of singular homology and Proposition1.1 and

by definition,we get the following.

Proposition 1.2. The groups Hl(X) are homotopy invariant.

Proposition 1.3. // two continuous maps f, g: X―>Y are homotopic, then
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This willbe strengthenedin Section 3 (Theorem 3.8). For basic results

and notionsabout algebraictopology,we refer the reader to [3 and 23]. The

set of nonzero positiveintegersis denoted by N. As usual we abbreviatethe

subscriptof the boundary operatordn and Zn{X) or Bn(X) by Zn or Bn respec-

tively,in case no confusion willoccur.

2. HTn{X)=Hn(X) for ANR's X

The purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1. Let X be an ANR. Then Bn{X) is closedin the free abelian

topologicalgroup Sn(X) for each n. Consequently, Hl(X) is identical with Hn{X)

for each n.

Corollay 2.2. Let X be a space which has the homotopy type of an ANR.

Then HTn(X)=HJX).

To show this, Graev's metric on free abelian groups plays a crucial role in

spite of the fact that the metric topology is coarser than the free topology

except rare cases. It seems impossible to perform the proof only by using the

universality of free abelian topological groups [17]. Our proof implies that

Bn(X) is not only closed but also open in Zn(X) and hence Hl(X) turns out

to be discrete for every ANR X even if we consider its topology.

First we introduce Graev's metric of the free abelian group A(M) generated

by a metric space M―{M, p) [12]. Fix an element x* of M and extend p to

p' on the set M＼J{O}＼J―M as follows: (1) p'(x*, 0)=l; (2) p'{x, 0)=p'(-x,0)

= p(x, x*)+l for igI; (3) p'(-x, -y)=p(x, y) and p＼-x, y)=p{x, Q)+p(0,y)

for x, y^M. For u, v^A(M), define

p(u, v)=mi iHlLop'iXi, yt): k = 2£0*<, v=^r=oyu

xi} yi^M＼j{0}＼J―M, m^N}.

In fact, Graev [12] proved that there exist xu yt^Mu{0}＼J―M (0£i£m) such

that M = S*o^i, v―^ilyi and p~(u,v)=^iLop'(xi, yd and that p is a metric on

A(M). Observe that both xt and yt in the above belong to either M or ―M,

if p(u, v)<l. One should remark that the topology induced by p is coarser

than the topology of A(M) as the free abelian topological group on M. For

the simplicity of notation, we also use p for p.
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Now we start to prove the theorem. Without loss of generality, we can

assume by [19] that X is a closed subset of a normed linear space Y=(Y, ||-||)

and there is a retraction r: U-+Xof a uniform neighborhood U of X in Y, i.e.,

U={y(EY: ||x-;yi|<5 for some x(bX}

for some <5>0. The compact-open topology on C(An, X) is induced by the sup-

metric

p(f, £)=sup{||/(a)-g(a)|| : a^An}.

Let
^o

(=/>) be the metric on Sn(X) induced by p as above. To prove the

theorem, it sufficesto show that Bn(X) is open in Zn(X), hence closed under

this metric p.

To this end, let ≪gZb(I) and v^BJX) such that p(u, i>)<min{l, 8/N＼,

where Ar=max|(M . ＼:O^j^n + l＼. By the remark following the definition of

p (= p), we can write u=^LaXkUk and v=2£U^*v* where uk, vk^C(Jn> X),

Xk = ±l and p(u, v)='Z =op(uk, vk)<d/N. We will construct <reSn+1(£7)so that

da ―u―v. Then r#(<7)eSn+1(X) and d(r#O))=r#(d<;)=r#(w ―v)=u―v because

u-v*=Sn(X). Thus it follows u=d(r#(a))+v^Bn(X).

Since dw==]>]feiol]t"=o(―1)%m*Sj==0,we have a partition PM of the set (m+1)

X(n + 1) such that each member of Pu has exactly two elements and

{(k,i),(k',i')}<=Puimp＼[es(-l)iXkukei+(-l)i')-k'Uk,£i,=O,i.e.,(-l)%+(-l)i#^'

=0 and ukSi=uk'£i'. (We identify a natural number n with the set {z:O^z=S

n ―1} to simplify the notation.) We denote (k, z)~u(k',/') if {{k,i),(k',i')}

ePM. Similarly, we have a relation ~0 on (m+l)X(n ―1) such that (A, 0~r

{k1,i') implies ( ―l)^fty*sf+(―l)i'^*'y*'St.=0. Next, we extends ~M and ~^ to

relations on (m+l)X{i?: Fan + l and |F|=/} forO^/^n as follows: (k, F)~u

(jfe',F') if there exist i^F and i'gP such that ()fe,i)^u{k', i') and ^(F＼{/})=

F'＼{/'} for the order preserving (o.p.) bijection g : n + l＼{/}-^n+ l＼{f}. For

Fdn + 1, let e^: zfn_iFi-^^n be the linear map such that SF(.ei)=e/w, where

/: n + l―＼F＼^-n+ l＼F is the o.p. bijection. Since (k, i)^u{k', i') implies ukSi

= uk'Si',(k, F)~u(&', F') implies uksF = uk'£F'- Since for each (k, i) there

exists a unique (k1, i') such that (k, i)^u{k', i'), ＼{{k',F'):{k', F')~u{k, F))＼

<|F|. Extend ~0 similarly, which has the same properties as ~u. A j-block

B is a nonempty minimal subset of (m+l)x{F: Fcn + 1 and ＼F＼―j＼which

satisfiesthe following: If (k, F)^u{k', F') or (k, F)^v{k', F') then (k, F)<=B

implies (k', F')^B. In other words, B is an equivalence class of the equi-

valence relation generated by ~u and ~≪. For the convenience of notation,
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we regard {(k, 0)} as a 0-blockfor each k. For each block B, we choose a

representative(k(B),%(B))^B. Note that every (k, F) belongs to only one /-

block, where /=|F|.

Lemma 2.3. Suppose that{k, F) and ik',F') belong to the same j-blockB

FaGcn + 1 and G' = F'＼Jg(G＼F)for the o.p. injectiong: n + l＼F->n+ lvP

Then (k, G) and (k' G') belong to the same ＼G -block.

Prooof. The case ;=0 is clear. Let ;>0. Note that (k, F) and (k't F')

are combined by a sequence of members of B such that adjoining members

have the relations ~u or ~B. We prove the lemma by induction on the length

of this sequence. Suppose that the lemma holds for (k, F) and (k*, F*), i.e.,

{k, G) and (k*, G*) belong to the same |G |-block, where G*=F*Ug*(GvF) for

the o.p. bijection g*: n + l＼F-^n+l＼F*. Now let (£*,F*)^x(k', F'), where

x = u or v. By definition,there exist !*gF* and fef such that (&*, z*)~x

(^', /')and F'={i'}＼jf(F*＼{i*}) for the o.p. bijection /: w + 1＼{/*}->m+ 1＼{i'}.

Observe g=f°g*. Then it follows

G'=F'U/o5r*(G＼F)

= {/'}U/(F*＼{/*})U/(G*vF*)

= OV}U/(G*＼{?*}).

Therefore (fe*,G*)~,(fe',GO- Thus (jfe,G) and (&', G') belong to the same

block.

Lemma 2.4. // {k, F) and (k1, F') belong to the same j-block B, then

p{uksF, uk'SF')<S, p{ukBF, vk'£F')<8 and p(vkeF, vk'SF>)<(>.

Proof. Observe the following facts: For each 0<,h^m, ＼{G:(h, G)gj5}|

^("
+ 1);

(h, G)^u{h', G') implies uheG=uh,£G.; (h, G)~v(h', G') implies vhea

=vh'£G'; p(uheG, vheG)^p(uh, vh). Considering a shortest sequence combining

(k, F) and (k' F') by ~u and ~0, we obtain

p{ukeF, uk'SF')<,l

and the others similarly.

+ 1＼ (n + l＼

J I ＼ ] I

< . WN£S
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Let s?=£tXid :Am-iXAn-+AmXAn ((Kf<;ra)and sJ^idXs*: AmxAn-i-*AmxAn

(O^z'^rc). For each 0<^jSn, the set of all injections s:j-+n + l is denoted by

/(/,n + 1). Here, we admit 0 as a map from 0 and identify s with the /-tuple

(so,･･･,sy_i). For each sei(;, n + 1) and O£p£j, let ff: n+l＼{sq: 0£g<p}-^

n + l―p be the o.p. bijection.

For each k, we define t%: AnY.Ax-+Y by:

r%(a,(l-^)co+M)=(l-^)-v*(a)+^- u*(a).

For each s£/(/, n+1) (/>0), we define inductively z＼:Jn_^-XAj+1-^Y as follows :

r|(a, ･) is linear for each aGJn.j as a map from zf,+ito Y,

where s

rj(a, Co)=vtcB)°eff(B)(a) and

rj(a, cp+i)=rS(e/>-ic^_1)(a),ep) for 0£p^j ,

=(s0, ･･･,s,_2)and 5 is the /-block which contains (k, Im s).

We represent t＼a littlebit more directlyby using the notion of blocks. Let

B＼'p be the (/―p)-b＼o<±which contains (k, {sq: O^q<j―p}) and Fks-P=

Z(Bks-p)V{g(sq):j-p^q<j}, where g : n + l＼{sq:0£q<j-p}-+n + l＼3(Bks-p)is

the o.p. bijection. Then, Bks-°=Band Bfp+1=Bk£p for p^O. Moreover, F＼-p+1

=Fks-p＼J{g(Si-1)＼.Then by induction, we have the following.

Lemma 2.5. For each se/(/, n+1) and Q^p^j^n,

rks(a,ep)=VkcBks'P)°sFk,p(a) (especially tks(a,ej)=y&°£Ims(a)) and

tks(a,ej+1)―ukCBks-h°SFks-Koc)=Uko£ims(oc).

By Lemmas 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 we have

CORLLARY 2.6. For each sel(J, w + 1) (0^./^n), Imrjcf/.

Next we explicitly represent triangulations of products of simplexes. The

order < on (m+l)X(n + l) is defined by: (i, j)^(i', /') if i^i' and j^j'. We

triangulate JmxJn so that vertices are (eit e3) and simplexes are spanned by

(ci(),eh), ･･･, (eip, ejp) with (i0,;0)< ･■･<(ip, jp). By O(m, n) we denote the set

of all o.p. injections from ra+rc + 1 to (m+l)X(n + l). For t^0(m, n), let

ptt: dm+n-+dmxdn be the linear map denned by [it(ei)=(eto<.i->,etlw), where t{i)

For t: AmxAn-*U (m, n^O), let
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Cm, re(T)=Sje0(m,n)(―l)ccor^£,

where c(t)=^p0n-1toUXW+l)-tiU))t

and especiallyC_1,n(r)=Cm,_1(r)=O. The following figure helps us to prove

the next lemma. In the figure,t<=O(m, n) is written as a shortestpath from

(0.0) to (m. n) on the lattice.

(Figure)

(0, n) r " r j

(0, ;) j- j≫

I r-

(0,0)
(*■ 0)

-

!

(m, n)

The next lemma can be seen as a generalization of the so-called prism

Lemma 2.7. For r: AmxAn-*U (m, n^O),

aCm,n(r)=Sr=o(-l)i+reCm_1,re(ro£?)+S?=o(-l)iCm,n_1(ro£D

Proof. First observe

If 7n=0 or n=0, then Cm,re(r)=r and hence we have the formula. Next, ob-

serve that T°fit°£kis cancelled in the above sum if l^k^m+n ―l and

{tv{k)-tv{k-l)){tv{k+ l)-tv{k))=O for both y=0, 1, i.e., t is bent at the point

(to(k),ti(k))in the above figure. Therefore,

3Cm,re(r)=S(£..)ep0(-l)c(O+^o^o£, + SaiA))ePi(_i)^)+^O;U£O£^

where

p. = {(t,k)<=O(m, n)X(m+n + l):Uk ―l)=tJ[k)=tJ(k + l) or

k=0 & tv(O)=tv(l) or k=m+n & tv(m+n + l)=tJim+n)}

for v=0, 1. For (*, -fe)eP1,let f=^0(^) and j^t^k). Then i+j=k. Define ^*e

O(w-1, n) by : t*(p)~t(p)for /><£,and f*(/>)=(U/>+ l)-l, ^(/>+ l)) for p>k. It

is a routine to check c(t)―c(t*)=n―j=n+i―k, hence (_l)≪')+*_(_i)n+i+Cct*)p

On the other hand, To≪t°£i=r=e?°≪it.Therefore,
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V< ( 1VCO + A-.O/. c ―nu xri / 1＼i+ n+ c(t*) oo
,,

ZjCt.kXSPjK -U r°^(oe(:-2ji=o2jt*e0(m-l,n)l ij r°£jo/i£*

For (f, k)^P0, set z and ; as above. Define t*<=O(ni, n ―1) by: t*(p)=t(p) for

/><£, and f*(/>)=(?0(/>+ l),?1(/)+ l)-l) for />^jfe. Then,[(-l)ft+cc°=:(-iy+c(£S0 and

r°pit°£k=T°e1j°tit*-Therefore,

S≪.*)ePo(-1)CCt)+*≪>0J≪tofi*= S?=oSt*6ocm.n-i)(-iy+cCt*)roe}<.^

= S?-o(-l)/Cm.≫_1(T-e}).

Now, we have shown the lemma.

For sg/(/, n + 1), let S^n^iC-l)1^?"1^-!' and S,=l if ;"=0. Finally

let ^=Sr=o^S.6/y,B+nS,-CB.^+1(r{) for 0^/^n and <r=2jU-iy-<r,. Then,

<r belongs to Sn+i(U) by Corollary 2.6. We want to show 9<r=S?=o( ―l)jdaj―

u―v. By Lemma 2.7,

r2j*=0AftZjse/(;,n +lWs 2ji=lV -'-/'̂n-j, j＼Ts°Si)

+ SW*S,e7o.B+13S,-S^K-l)1-CB_j.Xr*oei),

especially,

3<ro=SW*S?=o(-l)<+1CB_1.1(^oeo)+2^*(M*-v*).

Lemma 2.8. For eac/z ;>0

SW*S≪£/a.≫+i)S,-(-iy-CB_y,/T*oe})=0 and

2jk=oAk2jseiU. n+lWs'l 1) *L n-j,ftTs°Si+l)= V -

PROOF. For each s(e1(j, m + 1) and 0£k£m, s'ei(/, n + l) and O^k'^m

are uniquely determined so that (k, so)~u(&',So) and g(sP)=Sp for 0<p<j,

where g: n+l＼{s0}―>n + l＼{so} is the o.p. bijection. Observe ukosSo= uk>°£s'o-

It follows uk°eImS=uk,°£lmS'.Since (k, {sq: O£q<j-p})^u(k', {s'q:0<q<j-p})

for O£p<j, Bks-p= Bks'rpand F*-p=Fkt'tP for O^p<j. By Lemma 2.5, rj(a,ep)

=r*;(≪, p) for O^p<j and rks(a,ej+1)= uk°eims(a)=uk'°eims'(a) = Tks'(a,ej+1).

Thus we have rf°s}=zi:°s}.By definitionof ~K, ^ft(-l)so+^ft'(~l)so=O. Since

/S(so)=so, /s°'(s^=s ând /f-1(sp_1)=/?r1(sp-i) for 2^/><;, we have ^S,+^.S,-

=0. Thus we get the firstequation. By replacing ~≪by ~r, we have Tg°e}+i
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XkSs+Xk'SS'―0, which imply the second equation.

Lemma 2.9. The followingequationholdsfor />0 and O^k^m:

359

Proof. Let 0<p<j. For each se/(/, n+l), se/(/, n + l) is uniquely deter-

mined so that sg=s2 for q<p ―l or #>/>, sp_i=S;p and sp = sp_1. Then, 5f>9=

5^5 and Fks-q=F＼-q for $^/>, hence r$°e£=rfos£. Observe fqs(sq)=f%sq) for

g</)-l or g>/>. If sp_1<sp, then ff-＼sp^)=ff(sp) and /?(sp)+l=/[,(sp).

Otherwise, i.e. s/,<sp_i, ff'Xsp-^ffisp) and /s?(sJ3)+l=/|'(Sp). In any case,

S,+Ss=0, which implies the lemma.

Lemma 2.10. For 0<j<n,

Zjse/C;,b+iPs Zji=oI *■) ^n-j-l,j+l＼~ssiJ

Proof. For each se/(/, n+1) and i^n―j, s*e/(y+l, n+1) corresponds

uniquely to the pair (s, z) so that s*(p)=s(p) for £</ and s*(j)=g(i), where

g : n + 1―/->m + 1＼{sp : 0^/></} is the o. p. bijection. Then fi^g'1 and s#;-=

^(0- By the definition of rjw r5,°ej(a,Cp)=T5≫e>*ii|C,^)(a,Cp)=rJ°e?(a, p) for each

0^j&^;. Since /?T1(s*P_i)=/?-1(sp_1) for 1^^^; and fUs^)=i, S,,=

(-l)i+j+1Ss. Therefore,

(-l)i+3+1SrCn_j_1,J+1(T*oe0i)=St.-Cn-j.1.J+1(T*sel) and

k -1/ Zjse/C^',n+ D^s Zji=ov. -1-/L/i!-;-i,;+il'stiJ

Recalling the formula before Lemma 2.8, we have

d<r= 2?=o(-iyd<r,

=SW*(m*-v*)

Tl""-1/ 2j*=0>tA2jsG/(ra.≫+ D>Js"2ji=0^―J-J (-'-l.n+ilTjOSiJ

―HT=^k{uk―Vk)=u―v.

by Lemmas 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10.

Now, we have completed the proof of Theorem 2.1.
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3. Broken, path connectedness and quasi-homotopy

Let x, yel. We write x~jy if x and y are connected by a path, i.e.,
V

there is a continuous map f: I―*X such that f(0)―x and f(l)=y. A finite

sequence of continuous maps fi: I^X (i=Q, ■■■,n) are called a broken path.

And we say that (/j)?=o connects x to ;y if /0(0)=x and fn(l)=y. For /)G

Pm (X), the
^o-^fl^

of a broken path (/A"=o in X is S^oX/iCU /i+i(0)). In case

w=0, the ^)-gap is 0. We write x^y if for any pGPm(I) and s>0, x and y
b

are connected by a broken path with the p-gap less than e, i.e., there are

Xi, yi^X (i―0,･■■,n) such that xo=x, yn=y, x^yt for each z=Q, ･･･,n and
p

11i=op(yi, xi+1)<£. Then ~ is an equivalence relation on X. It is said that

X is broken path connected if x^->y for any x, jigX
ft

Proposition 3.1. Let x, y<^X, then x^y iff f{x)―f{y) for any continuous
b

map f: X->R which is constant on each path component.

Proof. For an arbitrary continuous map / : X-+R which is constant on

each path component, define ioePm(Z) by: p(u, v)=＼f(u)―f(v)＼. Since w^v
V

implies p(u, v)=0, x~3> implies p(x, y)=0, that is, f(x)=f(y). To see the con-

verse implication, for any oePm(Z) we define /: X^R by:

f(u)=inf{^i=ip(Ui, xi+1): Xi^Ui (0^/^n), xQ―x, un ―u＼.
v

Then, / is continuous and f{u)―f(v) if w^v. From the assumption, f{y)―
v

f(x)=0, which implies x^y.
h

Let X={(x, y)＼y―O or y = x 1}cR2 and p be the Euclidean metric on X.

Then each pair of points of X are connected by broken paths with arbitrarily

small
|O-gaps.

However X is not broken path connected because X is homeo-

morphic to three parallelstraight lines in the plane. The following is such an

example in case X is compact.

Example 3.2. Concerning Cantor's ternary set,the following is well-known.

There exist families {/*: zeiV} and {Ji＼i<=N} of pairwise disjoint open sub-

intervals of / such that p.{＼Ji^Nh)―l,fi(＼JieivJi)=i/2'and both iWJisNh and

/＼Utejv/i are nowhere-dense perfect sets, where ft is the Lebesque meaure.

Then there exists a homeomorphism h: /->/ such that h(＼JieNIi)={Ji&NJi.
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= {(*, y): y=s＼n(7t/x), 0<x^l/2}w
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{(*, -y): y=sin(7v/(l-x)), 1/2<*<1}.

For each *eiV, let hii(Q, l)->/j be a homeomorphism and Wi-(hiXidXW). We

define Z=(/＼UieA-^)X[―1, l]U＼J*e.vWz- Then, Z is a plane compactum.

Any path in X is included in {≪}X[―1, 1] for some ae/ or W* for some

z'eiV. Since fi(＼Ji<=Nli)=l,the infimum of
^o-gaps

of broken paths connecting

(0, 0) to (1, 0) in X is equal to 0, where p is the Euclidean metric on the plane.

On the other hand, the infimum of p-gaps of broken paths connecting (0, 1) to

(1, 0) in (hXid)(X) is 1/2 by the same reason. Therefore, X is not broken

Any path connected space is obviously broken path connected but the con-

verse does not hold. The example has been given in Example 3.2, i.e., W＼J

{0, 1}X[―1, 1] is broken path connected but not path connected. Any broken

path connected space is connected but the converse does not hold. In fact, the

space in Example 3.2 is such an example. The pseudo-arc P is also such a

continuum since it has no nontrivial paths.

One should remark that each equivalence class of ~ is closed in X which

contains a path component but it need not be connected. For example, let

*=U£=iU/n}X/U{(0, 0),(0, 1)}.

Then A={(0, 0),(0, 1)} is an equivalence class of ~. In case X is compact, it
b

is connected as shown in the next proposition. But even if X is compact metric,

it need not be broken path connected. For example, let P be a pseudo-arc in

the plane and let An (neiV) be a sequence of arcs which converges to P in

the hyperspace. Define X=＼Jn=1{l/n}xAn＼j{O}xPc.R3. Then, X is compact

metrizable and {0}xP is an equivalence class of
~.

Proposition 3.3. // X is compact, then each equivalence class of
~ is con-
b

Proof. For each p^Pm(X), take a broken path from x to y with the p-

gap less than 1 and let Kp be the union of the images of its paths. For p, p'

ePm(Z), define p^p' by: p(x, y)£p'(x, y) for all x, y<=X. Then (Pm(X), ^)

is a directed set. Since the hyperspace 2X with the Vietoris topology is

compact, the net (Kp : pePm(Z)) has a cluster point ife2x. Clearly, iT con-
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tains both x and y. Suppose that if is a disjointunion of nonempty closed

subsets A and B. Take pePm(I) so that p(a,b)>3 foreach oei and &g5.

Let U={x^X: p(x, A)<1} and V={x^X: p(x, B)<1}. Then there exists

,o'GPm(I) such that p^p', Kp.C.UuV, Kp<r＼U±& and Kp>r＼V--£0.This

contradictsto the fact that the p'-gap of the broken path is less than 1.

Now, we prove the following

Theorem 3.4. For any space X, Hl(X) is canonically isomorphic to the

free abelian group whose rank is equal to the cardinality of equivalence classes

with respect to ~.
h

Corollary 3.5. A space X is broken path connected if and only if Hl{X)

= Z.

To show the theorem we must recall the topology of the free abelian topo-

logical group A(X), because Z0(X)=S0(X) is identical with A(X). Any />e

Prn(X) can be extended to p<=Pm(A(X)) by the same way as metrics [12] (cf.

Section 2). We abuse p with p as before. It is known that the topology of

the free abelian topological group A{X) is determined by all such pseudo-metrics

p [20, p. 379 or 24, Theorem 1]. Here, we outline the proof. By [16], the

topology of A{X) is determined by allinvariant continuous pseudo-metrics r on

A(X). Let p^Pm(A(X)) be the extension of z＼X in the above manner. Since

T(a+b, c+d)^r(a, c)+z(b, d) by the invariantness of r,

{a^A{X): p(a, 0)<£}c{fl£i(I): r(c, 0)<s} for £>0.

Thus we get the conclusion. The theorem is an immediate consequence of the

next lemma, where C(J0, X) is naturally identified with X.

Lemma 3.6. BQ(X)=(x ― y : x^yy=(x ―y : x^y} in A{X).
V 6

Proof. Suppose that x^y. For each p^Pm(X) and s>0, we have Xi,yt
b

el (O^z^n) such that Xt^yt, xo=x, yn―y and S"=oV(3'i) xi+i)<e. Then,
v

Hi=o(Xi―yi)&Bo and

p(x-y, S?=o(xt-3'i))=/o(0, S?=oXi-S?=o3'i-x + 3;)

=p(o, sr-i^t-sr-o^i)
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Hence x ―y(=B0.

To see the other inclusion, we introduce some notion and notation. For

each iiGlu(-I), Iu＼=u if utland ＼u＼――u if uge ―X. We identify ―(―x)

with x for xgI A reduced form of a non-zero u^A(X) is u=S?=iWi, where

MiGlu(-^0 (l^z^m) and u^ ―Uj for any z,y. Let u<bB0 (w-£0) and w =

St iMi be a reduced form of u. We claim that there exist WiGeX and Uj^―X

such that Ui^ ―Uj. Suppose the contrary. Then there exist p^Pm(X) and

0<£<l with the following: p(u, 0)>e; MjGI and m;ge―X imply that the p-

gap of any broken path connecting Ui to ―Uj is greater than e. Since u<^B0,

there exist xi} y^X (O^t^n) such that x^yi (Q^if^n) and (0(m,S?=o(xi ―^j))

<s. We may assume that 2?=o(*i―3O is a reduced form. Since u^O and

p(u, S?=o(jct―yOXl, there exist Gj, &iGZw(-X) (l^*"^fc) such that u―^H=1au

HU{xi-yi) = S?=i&i and ^(m, S?=o(*i-jO) = S?=i|o(ai,W [12]. Since

SlUUi―}≫i)=Si=A, ^ is even. Since Si iMi=Si=iOi, w is also even. We may

assume that u^X, at=Ui for i=l, ■■･,m and moreover am+Zi-i――am+2iGl

for 2=1, ･･･,{k―m)/2. We can choose a partion P of {1, ･･･,&} such that each

element of P has exactly two elements and {i,;}gF implies that bi&X iff

bj^―X, and |&il~|b,-|. (Note that bi=―bj implies |6j|~|&;|.) We get a

sequence

g^, biv bia,ah, ah, bH, ■■■,bizh,ai2h

such that ii―1, izh=im, {izj-i,̂ JgP for j=l, ■■･,h and i2j+i=i?.j―l>m for

7―1, ･･･, /i―1. Then bi2j_1<=X, bt^^―bt^ for ;=1, ■･･,h and Gi2J.+1=-ai2i

geZ for ; = 1, ･■･,/i-l. Then,

P(＼ah＼,|&,J)+2fci>(l&ivl, ＼bttJ+1＼)+p(＼bt,h＼,＼ai2h＼)

^lodaij, ＼btl＼)+Ti^x＼p(,＼bt2J＼,＼ai2j＼)+p(＼ahj+1＼,＼bisJ+1＼))

+ P(＼btih＼,Ifl*2ftl)

^S?=i/o(|ail, l&ilXs,

that is, we have a broken path connecting M1=cilto uizh―ai2liwith the p-gap

less than e. This contradicts to the hypothesis. Now, we have shown the

claim, from which lemma follows by induction.

Next we define a notion "quasi-homotopy". For /, g^C(X, Y), we write

/~if if / and g are homotopic. In case X is locally compact, as is well-known
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/~g iff f~g, where C(X, Y) is endowed with compact-open topology. We

say / and g are quasi-homotopic (denoted by /~g) if the statement obtained

by replacing ~ and X by ~ and C(X, Y) in the definitionof broken path con-

nectedness. More precisely, /~g if for any p<^Pm(C(X, Y)) and s>0 there

exist fi, gi (O^i^n) such that fo-f, gn=g, ft^gt and S"=oV(^' /*+i)<e. In

case X is locally compact, /~g iff /~5"-

Analogously to Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 3.5, we get

Proposition 3.7. Let C{X, Y) be endowed with compact-open topology and

f, g^C(X, Y). Then, f~g iff F(f)=F(g) for any continuous map F: C(X, Y)

―>R such that F(u)―F{v) when w^v.
h

Proposition 3.8. Let J{(X,Y)=(f-g: f~g, f, g^C(X,Y)> be the sub-
h

group of the free abelian topological group A(C(X, Y)) over C{X, Y). Then,

f~g iff f-g^SOXT).

Theorem 3.9. For f, g(E.C(X, Y), if f and g are quasi-homotopic, then

f*=g* holds.

Proof. Let p£L?m{C{An, Y)). For z^Zn{X), define p'GPm(C(I, Y)) by:

p'(f, g)=p(f#z, g#z). For each £>0, there exist f u gi<=C(X, Y) (0<Li<Lm) such

that fo=f, gm=g, ft~gi and Sl^oWi+i, gi)<s, which implies

p(f*Z-g*Z, Hi=o(fi*Z-gi*z))£Hi=oP(fi +i*Z, Si**)

= S?-iy(/i+i, ^i)<e.

Hence f#z-g#z^Bn(Y).

Corollary 3.10. // there existcontinuous maps f : X-+Y and g : Y-+X such

that £°/~idx and /°£~idF,then HTn{X)=HTn{Y).

Here we give some maps which are quasi-homotopic.

Example 3.11. (1) Let

X={(x, y, 0):(x-l)2+y2=l}yj{(x, y, l/m): (x-lf + y2^!, neiV}

U{(0, 0, z):Q^z^l＼
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and define fm : X->X by : f{x, y, z) if z^l/m,

fm(x, y, z)―＼

{(x, y, 1/m) otherwise.
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Then, id~/l5 since any neighborhood of idx contains some fm and /m~/i.
q h

Consequently Hl(X)=0.

(2) Let

X={(x, y, z)＼{x-co$2KdY+y*+(z-sm2ndY^l:d^Q}

＼j{(x,y, z):(x-cos 27r0)2+;y2+U-sin 2izdf=l: 6 + VY^Q}.

Then, similarly as the previous example, idx is quasi-homotopic to a constant

man and consequently Hl(X)=0.

4. Hn(X) for products and sums

Let Xt (z'g/) be spaces with base points a%. For an element u of the direct

product TLiejXi, the support of u is the set supp u ―{i<Bl: u{i)^a.i}. The 2-

product TlieiXi denotes the subspaces of XLe/^i consisting of all u with

countable supports. Let ＼/i^iXi―{u^TLi^iXi: supp u is at most one} denote

the subspace of ILe/^* with base point a=(ai)i£I. By VieiXi, we denote the

quotient space of the discrete sum of Xt by identifying all a/s, where the

identified point a is the base point. These spaces Vie/^i and Vie/^i can be

regarded as spaces with the same underlying set. In case each Xi includes a

copy At of A, ＼/KEi(Xi,At) is the quotient space of the discrete sum of Xt by

identifying all Ai's, which generalizes the one point case.

Corresponding to the above, for groups d (/e/), fLe/Ci denotes the sub-

group of the direct product ILe/ Ct consisting of all u with countable supports,

i.e., supp u ―{iEiI: u(i)^0} is countable. The direct sum of d is denoted by

cie/Cj, i.e., cie/Ci={weIIie/Ci: supp u is finite}. In case d = C for all

?£/, ILe/Cf, flie/Ci and ciG/Ci are abbreviated by Cz, fX/C and c/C re-

spectively.

In general Hi. does not commute with direct products for path connected

spaces, but H＼ does, that is,

Proposition 4.1. Let Xt (?£/) be (n ―l)-connected spaces. Then Hl{Hi^IXi)

= ILe///K) and HTn(TlieiXi)=TlieimXi) canonically for n^L

We need the following lemma.

Lemma 4.2. Let X and Y be (n ―l)-connected spaces, z<=Zn(XxY) and

px: XxY^X, py-.XxY-^Y be the projections. If px$z(EBn(X) and pY*z^
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Bn(Y), then z^Bn(XxY).

Proof. Note that XxY is (n―l)-connected. By Hurewicz's theorem [23

Ch. 7,§5], we may assume the following: In case n is odd, z^C(Jn, XxY]

and lmz°Si={(x0, j>o)} for Or^z'^n; In case n is even, z―u―v for u, vg

C(JB, ZxF) and Im u°Zi=Im v={{x0, y0)} for O^i^n.

Since the proofs are not so different,we prove only in case n is odd. De-

fine zx(a)=(px°z(a), y0), zY(a)=(x0, pr°z(a)) for a^An. Then, z-(zx+zY)(E

Bn{XxY). Hence, it sufficesto show zx+zY<=Bn{XxY). By the assumption,

zx^Bn(Xx{y0}) and zY^Bn({x0}xY), where the closures are taken ir

Sn(Xx{y0})andSn({x0}xY)respectively. Since C(dn,Xx{y0})and C(An,{x0}xY]

are retracts of C(An, XxY), the closures can be regarded as the ones ir

Sn(XxY). Hence zx+zY^Bn(XxY).

Proof of Proposition 4.1. Let pt: Tii&IXi-^Xi be the projections anc

define <p: Hl(JIiGIX^11^jH^Xi) by (p(a)(i)=pUa). By using Hurewicz's

theorem, it is easy to see that <pis an epimorphism. It sufficesto show Ker <f

=C＼i(=IKeTpl=0.

Let 2=SW≫≪*G^(Jli=ill uk<=C(dn, HteiXi)) such that z+B^^Ker<p,

i.e.,pi$(z)(E.Bn{Xi) for each fe/. For any open neighborhood U of z in

SndLe/Ai), there exist compact subsets K{ of Jn and basic open sets U{ oi

Ilie/^i (0^;^r) such that u*enj=oO(if£, £/|)and SWaCHJ-oCWi ^))c£7,

where O(/C L/)={mgC(Jb, Ilie/^): u(K)aU}. There exists a finitesubset /

of i such that U}k'sonly depend on F. Define MjGC(Jb, IlieF^i) by: pi#(u'k)=

pi#(uk) for 26F. Since each X* is (n―l)-connected, IZkLokkUk^BJJii^FXi) by

Lemma 4.2. Pick an element XjGIj for each z'el and define u'k^C{An, HieiXt,

as follows : u'k'(i)=u'k(i)for feFand u^i)=xt for /£F. Then, u'^r＼rj=oO(Ki,U{)

hence 1T=dkU'^UC＼Bn. Therefore 2GEi3n and Ker^=0. By separability of

An <p(Hl(t[ieIXi))C.t[ieiHl(Xi). Therefore, the proof for S-products can be

done similarly.

To calculate Hl(X) for attaching spaces X, we introduce properties (*,)

and (**) for (X, A). These properties are necessary only for n^2.

On) If StloltWtGZ, (2jgZ, uk^C(Jn, X)) and Uk is an open neighborhood

of uk, then there exist vk^Uk (O^^m)andFcI such that AczY, Imyj

CiY, ^r=o^kVk^Zn and some neighborhood of A in Y deforms into A

in Y.
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(**) For any open neighborhood 0 of ideC(Z, X) with the compact-open

topology,there existYcX and/eO, such that AcY, f(X)dY, /U4=id

and some neighborhood of A in Y deforms into A in Y.

It can be clearly seen that (**) implies (*,) for every n.

Lemma 4.3. // (Xu A) satisfiesthe property (**) and A is closedin Xt for

each i<El, then (Vie/(^, A), A) satisfies(**). In case A={a}, (Vte/^i, a)

also satisfies(**).

Proof. Let KjCW^iiXi, A) be compact and Uj open neighborhoods of Kj

(O^y^m). Then there exists a finitesubset F of I such that Kjd＼/ieF(Xu A)

for every 0<j^m. There exist /*: Xt^Yt (zgeF) so that flK^X^aU'jr＼Xt

with other properties in (**). Since A is closed, we have a continuous map

/: ＼Zi^FXi-^＼/i&FYi with f＼Xi=ft for each h'gI. Then / satisfiesthe desired

properties.

In case of Vte/^i, we may assume that each Uj is a basic open subset for

each 7. Therefore, there exists a finitesubset F of I such that every Uj only

depends on Visf^i- Thus the proof is same as the above.

Theorem 4.4. Let X and Y be spaces such that Xr＼Y {―A) is an acyclic

retractof both X and Y.

(Case 7i= l) H＼(X＼JY)=H

A
HX^HliY) canonically.

{Case n^2) // X and Y are normal and {X＼JY, A) satisfies(*,), then
A

Hl(X＼jY)=HTn(X)@HTn(Y) canonically. {In case A consists of one point,

the normality is not necessary.)

Proof. We have retractions rx : X＼JY-+X and rY: X＼JY-*Y such

A A

rx(Y)=rY(X)=A. Let ix : X-*X＼JY and iY: Y-^X＼JY be the inclusions.
A A

<p: Zn{X＼jY)->HTn{X)@HTn{Y) be the homomorphism defined by:
r A

<p{u)=(rx*{u)+BjX))+(rY$(u)+Bjyy).

that

Let

Since rY(X)czA and A is acyclic,rf#°z£*=O. On the other hand, r£*°z£*=id.

Then <p(ix#(u))=u + Bn(X) for each u^Zn(X). A similar statement holds for

Y. Therefore, <pis surjective. We shall show that Ker (p=Bn(X＼jY). Then,

<pinduces the desired isomorphism. First we have

Bn(X＼jY) Hrxl(B'^M~r＼rr1it(BjT))=Ker <p.
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To see Ker <pcBn{X＼jY), let z=2M*tt* =Z≫(*UF) (uk^C(An, X＼JY), ;U = ±1)
A A A

such that (p(z)―0. Since rx≫(z)^Bn(X) and rY^{z)^Bn(y), it suffices to show

z―ix*°rx*(z)―iY*arY*(z)<^Bn(X＼^)Y).Let V be an open neighborhood of

z―ix*orx*(z)―iy*°rY#(z).Choose an open neighborhood U of z so that

U―ix#°rx#(U)―iYJi°rYt(U)c:V and then open neighborhoods Uk (cC(Jn, X＼JY))
A

of uk so that 'EZLotkUkCU. We want to find vk^Uk (O^k^m) so that

v-ix$°rXs{v)-iY*°rYs{v)ELBn(X＼jY), where v=2M*v*. Then Vr＼Bn{X＼JY)
A A

(Case n = l) We may assume uk^Zi(X＼jY) for each k. Now fix k, We

may also assume Uk = f＼l}=lO(,Kj,Wj). Let ＼JiOi=Uk＼X＼JY＼A)> where 0* are
A

open subintervals of Ji and Oir＼Ov ―0 for z^z'. If there are only finitely

many Oi's, then we can easily see that uk―ix#°rx#{uk)―iY#orYn{uk)^Bl(X＼JY)
A

since A is acyclic. In this case we let vk―uk. Otherwise we assume that the

index / ranges over N. Define wn^C(Au X＼JY) by: wn＼0i―uk＼0i for i^n
A

and wn(<x)―r°uk(a)for a^KJi^Ou where r : X＼JY->A is the retraction defined

by: r＼X―rx＼X and r＼Y=rY＼Y. We claim the existence of wn^Uk- Other-

wise, there exists O^j^l such that wn£0(Kj, Wj) for infinitely many wn's.

Therefore, for infinitely many 0/s there exist a^OinKj such that r°uk(ai)

<£Wj. Let a* be an accumulation point of a/s. Then r°Uk((x*)^Wj, Uk(<x*)

<=A and a*^Kj. Hence r°uk{a*)―uk(a*), which contradicts to uk^0(Kj, Wj).

Therefore we get wn^Uk. Now as in case there are only finitelymany Oi's,

we can conclude wn ―ix#orx#(u!n)―iY#°rY#(Wn)'^B1(X＼JY). We let vk = wn.

{Case ft2^2) There exist subsets XcX and YczY and vk^Uk with the

properties in (*,). Let v=I]£Lo^*v*. There is an open neighborhood W of A

in XKJY which is deformable into A in X＼JY. By taking barycentric subdivi-
A A

sions, we can take v'k<BC(dn,X＼JY) and l'k (O^k^m') so that v'k(Jn)ClW, or
A

vfk(Jn)r＼A―0 and S*t'o>ljWis homologous to v (see [3, Ch. Ill,§7]). By using

the deformation of W into A and an Urysohn map with respect to A and

(XVJY)＼W, we can construct w=J}?=oZkWk^Zn(K＼JY) so that wk(dn)aX or

wk(An)(zY and m; is homologous to v. Then we can write w=wx-＼-wY, where

wx^Sn(X) and %eSn(F). Since 9u;j=-3%eZn.1(i4) and ^4 is acyclic, there

is a w*eSn(y4) such that dw*―dwx. Let u/'= u/x―w*<^Zn(X) and u/^Wy+u;*

^^n(D. Then w=w/ + ^//. Note that /x#°?'Ar#(w/)=w/and i>Y*orY*(vu")=w"'.
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Since A is acyclic,iy#°ry#(wf),ixs°rx*{w")<=Bn(X＼JY). Then ix*°rx*(,w)―w'
A

<^Bn(X＼JY) and iys°rY#(w)―w"^Bn(X＼JY). Thus iv-tx≫°rx≫(w)-iYS-rY#(w)
A A

<^Bn(X{JY). Since v and w are homologous, v―ix*°rx#(v)―iY#°rY#(v)<EBn(X{JY).
A A

Next we are concerned with spaces obtained by attaching infinitely many

cnnnpc

Definition 4.5. For a space Xwith AaX, (X, A) is primarily n-realizable,

provided

HTn{X)={u-v+Bn;u, v(EC(Jn, X), u(An＼ v(An)dA, u-v^Zn}.

If X is (ft―l)-connected, then (X, A) is primarily n-realizable for any AaX

by Hurewicz's theorem. We only deal with the case that A is acyclic. In this

case, the condition v(Jn)dA can be replaced by v(An)cA. The notion "pri-

marily n-realizable"is a littlebit ad hoc. but it works well later on.

Theorem 4.6. Let Xt (fei) be spaces with retractions riiXi-^Ai onto

copies of a contractible space A, or with base points at. Then, the following

hold.

(1) // (Xt, A) is primarily n-realizable for each /£/, then both (Vie/C^*, At), A)

and (ViejXi, a) are primary n-realizable.

(2) {Case n = l) H^VteJ(Xu A^^jH^Xi) canonically. Suppose that

(X＼,a 0 is primarily l-realizable, thenH＼{＼/'i^iXi)=YiiE.iH'{(Xi) canonically.

{Case n>2) If each Xt is normal and {Xu At) satisfies (**), then

HTn{Vizi{Xu Ai^Qi^HJKXt). If each {Xu at) satisfies(**) and is pri-

marily n-realizable, then HlU＼/i&IXi)^Yl_i^IHl(Xi) canonically. {In case

A={a}, the normality of spaces is not necessary.)

Proof. First we prove the statements for Vt^AXt, Ai). Let pt: VieiiXt, At)

-*Xi (fe/) be the retractions induced by the given retractions rt (z^I) and

<p: Zn{＼/iGI{Xi, Ai))->Iii^IHl{Xi) be the homomorphism defined by: <p{z){i)=

pi#{z)+Bn{Xi). Since the image of u^C{An, Vi<=i(Xif A)) is contained in the

union of finite components, we have Im (p(Z^i&IHl{Xi). By Theorem 4.4 and

Lemma 4.3, we can see Hl{＼fi&I{Xi, Ai))=kBi^iHl{Xi) canonically. Suppose

that (Xt, At) 0"ei) are primarily n-realizable. Let c^Q)ieiHl(Xi). Then, for

each z'esuppc there exist ui} Vi^C(An, Xt) such that (p(iii―Vi)=c(i). Since A

is contractible, taking small simplexes in An of the same number as supp c and

using uu Vi, we can define u, v^C(Jn, ＼Ziei(Xu Ai)) so that <p(u―v)=c. There-

fore. (＼/i<=r(Xr.Ai). A) becomes orimarilv n-realizable.
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Next we prove the statements for ＼/isIXi. Let pt and <p as above. Then

<p(Bn)=Q- Since the image of any u^C{An, Viej^O is contained in a countable

union of Xt's by the separability of An, we have Im <pC.T[i<=iHl(Xi). To see

HJXS/iejX^fLteiHRXt), if sufficesto show that Ker^e^ and ft<e/H£(X,)

dim <p.

Suppose that <p(z)=0 for z = J]^=0Xkuk gZ≫ {h gZ, uk^C{An, ＼/ieIXi)).

Then, pi$(z)<=Bn{Xi) for every i. For any neighborhood U of z, uk (Q^k^m)

have neighborhoods Uk (dC(Jn> Vie/^i)) such that Sr=o^i/tcl/. We may

assume there is a finitesubset F of 1 such that £/*'sdepend on VieF^t- Let

pF-＼/i<=iXi-+＼/ieFXi be the retraction and iF'＼ZieFXi->＼/iBIXi the inclusion

map. Then iF*°pF#{uk)^Uk and 2W*/>/-#(M*)^-BB(VieF#^i) by Theorem

4.4. Now ip^opF^ilJ^o^kUk^'BJS/iezXi) and iF *°P f *{l±k=ohuk)=l>±k=^kif *

-pF*(uk)^^J^ohUkClU. Thus, Ur＼B~ni=0 hence 2e£~

Now, let c^tii&iHl{Xi). Then, io^suppc is countable. Since each (Xt,ai)

is primarily n-realizable, there exist uu Vi^C{An, Xt) (fe/0) such that c(i)=

= Ui―Vi+Bn(Xi) and Ui(Jn)=Vi(rfn)=ai. We take small simplexes EiCiAn

(zg/0) so that each £* is similar to An with orientation preserving similar maps

fiiEi-^An and Eir＼Ej―0 for *"=£/.Define m, ye C(dn, ＼/iezXi)by: M|£i=

Ui"fi, v＼Ei―Vi°fi(!G/o) and M(a)=y(a)=fl for a<£＼Jiei0Ei. Since the dia-

diameters of £Vs converse to 0, u and y are continuous. For each f, pi*(u)＼Ei

= Ui°ft,Pi#(v)＼Ei=Vi°fiand pi#(uXdn^Ei)=piill(vXAn＼Ei)=a. Since /><#(≪)and

putty) are homotopic to wf and u* respectively,pi${u)―Ui, pi%{v)―Vi^Bn{Xi).

Thus we have

c(0=/>i#(M)-/>i#(v)+5B(Z1)=/ji#(M-v)+JSB(Zi)

and consequently <p(u―v)=c. We have not only shown fiie7//£(Xi)CIm <p but

also (S/i<=iXi,a) is primarily n-realizable.

Definition 4.7. For a space X with base point a, the X-piled spaces are

spaces with base point inductively defined as follows:

(1) X is an Z-piled space with base point a;

(2) If Xi (fe/) are X-piled spaces with base points ait then both ＼ZieiXi

and ＼JiPiXiare X-pilled spaces.

Along the definition of X-piled spaces, we define their types and orders.

A rigorous reader should think that Z-piled spaces are not just pointed spaces,

but pointed spaces with their construction. However, in some cases we confuse

them for short expression. Types are pairs(u, P), (u, S) and (a, M) of ordinals
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p. and letters P, S and M. The partialorder < for types is defined as follows :

(ft,n<(v, V) for fi<v and T, V=P, M or S; (ft,P)<(ft, M); (ft,S)<(ft, M).

We identify the types (0, P) and (0, S) as a special case. The supremum sup+S

of a set of ordinals S is the least ordinal which is strictly greater than every

ordinal in S.

Definition 4.8. For an X-piled spaces Y, the type ty(Y) is defined as

follows and the ordinal of ty(F) is called the order of Y and denoted by o(F).

(1*) ty(X)=(0, P)=(0, S);

(2*) Let Xi (fe/) be Z-piled spaces of type ty(Zt), where |/|^2.

Case (a): sup*{o(Xi):/e/} = l.

ty(V*e/*<)=

ty(Vie/*t)=

Case (b)

if 1 is infinite;

otherwise.

P) if 1 is infinite

M) otherwise.

sup*{o(Zi):*'e/} = ≪+l for ≪^1.

ty(V<e/*t)=-

(ju+l, S) if IP is infinite

ty(VW*i)=

if IP is empty;

otherwise,

if Is is infinite

if Is is empty;

otherwise,

where IP={i: ty(Xt)=(ti, P) or (p, M)} and Is={i: ty(^t)=(iu,S) or (//,If)}.

Case (c): sup{o(Zi): z<=/}=^ a limit ordinal.

ty(ViG/*<)=(ju, S) and ty(V≪=/*i)=G≪, P).

Since types of Z-piled spaces are defined along the inductive definition,it

is possible that spaces of the same homotopy type have different types. How-

ever, under some condition on (X, a), types of X-piled spaces are quasi-homo-

topy invariant and so homotopy invariant. To state the condition we need a

definition about groups, which is a version of a notion in [4, p. 189]. We

refer the reader to [11] for undefined notions about groups. Further results

we need will be proved or mentioned in the appendix.

Definition 4.9. For a group A, the maximal divisiblesubgroup of A is
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denoted by D{A) [10, p. 100]. The properties (P) and (S) are defined as follows:

<P) The group nl-JINA/D(A) is not isomorphic to a summand of n＼-(A/D(A))m

for any m, n^N.

(S) The group n＼-RNA/D(A) is not isomorphic to a summand of n ＼-{A/D(A))m

for anv m. n^N.

If a group of finiterank is not isomorphic to a direct sum of a divisible

group and a bounded group, then it satisfiesboth (P) and (S). Especially, a

reduced torsion-free srrouo of finiterank satisfiesboth.

Theorem 4.10. Suppose that (X, a) is primarily n-realizable. In case nS;2,

we also assume (X, a) satisfies(**). Let Y and Y' be X-piled spaces. If there

exist continuous maps f: Y―*Y' and g: Y'―>Y such that f°gr^idY., then ty(F)^

ty(F') under the following conditions:

Hl(X) satisfiesCO and

(a) ty(F')=(m, V) for an odd m<BN;

(b) ty(Y')=(m, F) for an even m<^N; or

(c) o(Y') is infinite,

where (1) T=F and F=S; or (2) r=S and V-P.

Particularly ty(F)^ty(F') in case Hl{X) satisfiesboth (?) and (S) and o(Y')

2^1. Therefore, in this case the type is quasi-homotopy invariant for X-piled

spaces of nonzero order. In addition if Hn(X) is of finite rank, the condition

o(Y')>l is not necessarv in the above.

Proof. By Theorem 3.8, Hl{Y) is isomorphic to a summand of Hl{Y').

Let A=Hl(X). By Theorem 4.6 and the definitionof type for a-Reid(A) groups

in the appendix, Hl(Y) and Hl(Y') belong to the <;-Reidclassof A and ty(T)

=ty(i/£(F))and ty(Y')=ty(HZ(Y')). Therefore, the theorem follows from

Theorem A.7 and CorollaryA.8.

Ralph [22] has defined a factor of singular chain and homology groups HA

and HM. He showed that HM can be used to detect the anomalous singular

homology constructed by Barratt and Milnor [2], which is Hq(＼/NSr). Though

HM{X) and Ker ox, in the present paper, are different in general, Ker ax can

also be used to detect such a phenomenon. To see this,we show the following.

Proposition 4.11. Let X be the inverselimit ＼jm(Xi,rih T) of subspaces Xt

of X such that each bonding map rtj: Xj->Xi is a retraction. Then Hl(X) is

naturally isomorphic to a subgroup of ＼im(Hn(Xi), rtj%,I).
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Proof. Let r*: Z―>Zf (2GI) be the retractions and define (p:Zn(X)-+

VimiHKXi), rtjl,1) by: rtlo<p(z)=rt#(z)+BjJt) for * =/. Let z=2P=ie*M*

(uk^C(An, X), ek-―±l)such that ril°<p(z)=0for allzei. For any neighborhood

U of 2, there exist neighborhoods UkClC(An, X) of uk such that ^kLiekUkc:U.

Observe C(J≫, X)=Hm(C(/fra, ZJ, (ri;)#,/). Then there exist /g/ and neigh-

borhood Vk of rj#(uk) (l^k^m) such that r^X^ft^Z/*. Since rj is a retrac-

tion, e^^rj^u^^rj^XVk)(zUk where e: Xj-^X is the inclusion, hence e#°rj${z)

ef7. On the other hand, e#-rj#(z)^Bn(X) since r,-}(2)GB,(^). Therefore

z^BjX).

Corollary 4.12. Let X―＼＼m{Xi,rijf1), where each Xt is a subspace of X

and rtJ: Xj-*Xt is a retraction. In case HZ(Xt)={0} for all zel, Hl(X)--{0}

and consequently Ker ax―Hn{X).

By this corollary H%(＼/ySr)={0} for q>r which implies Ker ox=Hq{＼fNSr)

^{0} with $ = lmod(r-l), q>＼, r>l [2, Theorem I].

Remark 4.13. In Section 3, we have shown the difference among the Cech

homology group H0(X), the singular homology group H0(X) and HTQ(X). Here

we demonstrate examples which show the difference among Hi(X), H^X) and

m(X).

(1) Let D={(x, y): x2+y2<l} and S1=D={(x, y): x2+y2=l}. Define X=

S'XiQWVJneyDxil/n}. Then H^X^Z and H1(X)=HT1(X)=0.

(2) Let X be the example space due to H.B. Griffiths[23, p. 59], i.e., X―

Y＼JY' the subspace of R3 where Y={(x, y, z): O^z^l, (x-(l-z)/n)2+y2=

(l―zj/n2, n^N) and Y' is the reflectionof Y through the origin of Rs. Then,

^:(Z)^0 but also H^X^O. On the other hand, H1(X)=HT1(X)=0.

(3) Let X=＼/jS＼ Then HX{X)=ZJ and H＼{X)^tliZ. The first author

has shown that in case 1 is infiniteHX(X) contains 02≪OQ as a subgroup and

hence as a summand, where Q is the group of the rational [25, Theorem 4.14

and Theorem A.I]. It is an interesting question whether HX{X) is torsion-free

or not.

(4) Since H＼ is a factor of Hu one may think that H＼ gives us less in-

formation than Hl However, it is not true. Let H be the so-called Hawaiian

earing, i.e. H=X with 1=N in (3), and let x be a point of H such that H is

locally simply connected at x. Then H1(H)=AQ)Q)2>!,0Q by (3). Take a sim-

plicialcomplex Y with )/g7 so that H1(Y)=Q. Let Z be the one point union

(H, x)＼J{Y,y). Then Z is locally simply connected at the common point.
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Therefore,H1(Z)=Hl(H)$)H1(Y)=A@((3^0QWQ=Hl(H). On the otherhand,

H^Z^H^H^H^Y^Z^^Q, which is apparentlynotisomorphicto H＼{H)

= ZN.

5. Realizing the groups C(X, Z)

In this section, we show the following

Theorem 5.1. Let X be a bounded subset of the real line R. Then

Hl(Rn+l＼Xx{0})=C(X, Z) canonically,where 0=(0, -, 0)eI2n.

Proof. We Indentify YaR with Yx{Q}dRn+l. For each x<=X, let

ix:Rn+1＼X->Rn+1＼{x} be the inclusion. Identifying Z with Hl(Rn+1＼{x})

canonically, we define a homomorphism <p: Zn(Rn+1＼X)-^ Zx by (p{z＼x)―

(ix)l(z+B~n). Let z=2W*w*eZB, where ^G^and ≪tGC(i, Rn+1＼X). Each

xeZ has a contractible neighborhood U in i2n+1 such that Ur＼lmuk = 0 for

every k. Therefore, {ix)U.z-＼-Bn)is constant in U as a function of x, which

implies Im^cC(X, Z). And clearly J3nclKer<p. Then, it sufficesto show that

(i) Ker (pdB^ and (ii)C(X, Z)dlm<p.

(i) Let z^Ker<p be written as above. For any open neighborhood V of z,

there exists £>0 such that p{uk, u'k)<t (0£k-£m) implies Syt4e^ where

p is the sup-metric induced from Euclidean metric. Choose xo<^i< ･･･<xm in

R so that X(Z(x0> xM) and x4―Xi_i<e/n + l (l^z^M) and XjGl implies

(Xj―5, Xj+5)cZ for some <5>Q and xit xi+i^X implies [_Xi,Xi+{＼cX. Let K―

{i: (xit xi+1)r＼X^0}. For each i&K, let Di={xt, xi+1)X(―e/n + l, e/n + l)re

and take jiG(xi, zi+i)nX so that XjGX implies [x*, ji]cZ and xi+iGl im-

plies [yi} xi+1]cX Let

h : Rn+1＼{yt: /eiiC} ―> i2ra+1/UiSirA

be the radial deformation retraction,i.e. for each a on the boundary of Dit h

maps the segment between yt and e to the point a. According to the choice

of Xi and yit we have

h(Rn+1＼X)=Rn+l＼(Xu＼J^KDi) (dRn+1＼X).

which has a homotopy type of an n-dimensional bouquet. Since {iyi)l.{h%{z))=

(iy.)l(z)=Q for each i^E, we can see h#(z)(BBn(h(Rn+1＼X))(ZBn(Rn+1＼X).

Since h moves points in distance less than e, p(uk, h#(uk))<£ for each k. Then

h#(z)=I]Zlohh#(uk)(^V. Thus we have Ker<paB~n.

(ii) To see C(X, Z)dlm<p, let f<=C(X, Z). There exist pairwise disjoint
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open intervals lk (£eiV) such that Xd＼Jk&Nh and / is constant on each Xr＼lk.

Let Dk be the (n + l)-ball with center xk and its diametrical axis h, and Ck

the boundary n-sphere of Dk. Take an n-simplex EdRnX{0} large enough

so that E contains all Ckr＼RnX{0} in its interior. Take a homeomorphism

g: An-*E and for each k let uk, vk: An-^E＼jDk＼{xk} be continuous maps such

that:

(1) uk(a)=vk(a)=g(a) for a£g-＼DkrMtnX{Q});

(2) m* maps g-＼Dkr＼Rnx{0}) to C*;

(3) vk maps g~1(Dftn/2BX{0}) to Ckr＼RnX{y : y^O} homeomorphically;

(4) (iXk)Z{uk-vk + B~n)=f(k)<EH%Rn+1＼{xk}).

Finally, let u, v: An-^Rn+1＼X be the maps defined by: u(a)=v(a)―i(a) for

a£＼JkzNg~XDkr)Rnx{0}); and u(a)=uk(a) and v(a)=yA(a) for a^g-＼Dkr＼Rn

X{0}) and each k^N. Then, u―v^Zn and <p(u―v)=f.

Remark 5.2. In case X is unbounded in the theorem, we get Hl(Rn+1＼X)

^(/gC(I, Z): supp/ is bounded}, where supp/={xeZ: f(x)^0}. Let I,+be

Cantor's long ray [21, p. 643] and X(ZL+. Similarly we get an isomorphism

Hl(l+xR＼Xx{O})={f<=C(X, Z): supp/ is bounded}. Thus, the group in [9,

Theorem 4.6] is naturally realized by H＼(Y).

It will be shown in Proposition A. 11 that C{X, Z) is a a-Reid (Z) group

for any scattered subspace X of R. On the other hand neither C(Q, Z) nor

C(R＼Q, Z) belongs to the <r-Reid class of Z by the same reason as in [5].

Hence, neither RZ＼Q nor R2＼(R＼Q) is quasi-homotopic to R2＼X for any scattered

subspace X of 12 by Theorem 5.1.

6. Spatial homomorphisms

For spaces X and Y, a homomorphism h : HTn{X)^HTn{Y) (h : Hn(X)-±Hn(Y))

is called spatial if there exists a continuous map / : X-*Y such that h=f%

(ft=/,.). In this section, we show that any homomorphism from H%(X) to

Hl(Y) is spatial for any S"-piled spaces X and Y. As we shall show later,

this does not hold for singular homology groups. Recall that an ^"-piled space

X consists of copies of Sn with identified base points. By e, we denote the

base point of Sn and also of X. We call each copy of Sn a basic component

of X. Our result of thissectionis concerned with slenderness of groups. A group

A is slender if for any homomorphism h : ZN->A there exists rceiV such that

h(em)=0 for m^n, where em(m)=l and em(z)=O for i^m [11, XIII 94]. As is well

known, it is also equivalent that for any homomorphism h : ZN―>A there exists
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n^Nsuch that h(Z^n)={0＼.

By a straightforward induction on the definitionof piled spaces, we get the

following

Lemma 6.1. Let X be an Sn-piled space and Xx (k<=A) be all the basic com-

ponents of X. If ax '･Xx^Xx (X^A) are base point preserving continuous maps,

then the induced map a : X-+X (i.e., a＼Xx ―ox for each 1) is continuous.

Theorem 6.2. Let X and Y be Sn-piled spaces. Then any homomorphism

from H%X) to HTn{Y) is spatial.

Proof. In case X=Y―Sn, the theorem holds, since any endomorphism on

Hl(Sn) ( = Z) is spatial. Our proof goes by induction on the definitionsof X

and Y. In the sequel, qj-.Y-^Yj (/e/) denote the projections in both cases

y^MjYj and Y=＼Jj&JYj. Let X=Wi&IXi or X=＼/ieIXi- Our induction hy-

pothesis is that any homomorphism from H1{X) to Hl(Yj) and one from

Hn(Xt) to Hn(Y) are induced by base point preserving continuous maps. We

remark the following property (+) of 5":

( + ) There exist pairwise disjoint open sets Om (meiV) in Sn and con-

tinuous maps am:Sn->Sn (meiV) such that e£Om, <jm(Sn＼Om)={e}

and <rm~id.

(Case 1) X=Sn. Let Y = ＼Jj&JYj. Since HTn(Y)^@jsjHl(Yj) canonically by

Theorem 4.6 and Hl(Sn)=Z, there exists a finite subset F of J such that Im h

C^jepHKYj). The induction hypothesis implies the existence of base point

preserving continuous maps fj'.X-^Yj (j'gF) such that(fj)*=(qj)*°h. Take Oj

and Oj'.X-^-X indexed by j'g/ with the properties assured by (+). Define

/ : X-+Y by :

f fj°<Tj(s) for s^Oj (;'£F);
f(s)=＼

{ e otherwise.

Then/ is continuous, Im/£cc*=*.#n(^i) and (tf>)£°/*=(^°/)?==(^0/0^)*=

(fS)*=(qj)*°h for each jgF. Hence f*=h.

Next, let r=V^e^>. Since /fS(F)=fl^j//?(K>) canonically by Theorem

4.6, there exists a countable subset C of J such that Im /tClI;ec^n(3'j). As

in the case of ＼fi^jY jf take /,-,0,- and <r,-(jgC) and define / : X-^F by:

/><r/s) for sceOj O'eC);

e otherwise.
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Since q^f is continuousfor all /e/, / is continuous and we can conclude f%

(Case 2) X=＼ZiELIXi. By induction hypothesis, there exist base point pre-

serving continuous maps ft: Xt-^Y (ze/) such that h＼Hl(Xi)―(f＼)%. Define a

continuous map /: X-*Y by: f＼Xi=ft for ze/. Then it is easy to see that

h=fl.

(Case 3) X=＼/^tXt. When Y=Sn, HTn(Y) (sZ) is a slender group. Ap-

plying Theorem 1(1) of [8] in a similar way as in the proof of Lemma A. 2,

we get a finitesubset E of 1 and h: (&i<=EHl(Xi)->Hl(Y) such that h=h°KEt

where tze'■fli^jHl(Xi)^^ieEHn(Xi) is the projection. We get the desired con-

tinuous map / through the projection as in Case 2.

Let Y=＼/j(=jYj. By Lemma A.2 and the torsion-freeness of Hl(Y), there

exist finite subsets E of I and FoiJ such that h(f[i£IXEH^(Xj))czR^FHl(Yj).

Let Xix (X^Ai) be all the basic components of Xt for each i. Then, Hl(Xix.

(l^Ai, i<=I) correspond to all the basic components of Hl(X). (See Definitior.

A.9.) Since Vie/vsA is a retract of X, by induction hypothesis there exists £

base point preserving continuous map gji ＼/iei＼EXi<=Yjfor each / such thai

(^)S=(ft)S'A|fl<e/＼*#£OT. We get OiXjC.XiX (j^F) and aiXj: XiX^XiX wirt

the properties assured by (+). Then there exists a continuous map aji ＼/iE:IXEX

-^＼/i^i＼EXiinduced by atxj (i^l＼E, X^At) for each j<=F by Lemma 6.1. De

fine fE:Viei＼BXi->＼/j<=FYj (cVmjYj) by:

f gj^iXj(s) for s^Oixj (i<=I＼E, 1^AU j<=F);

{ e otherwise.

Then the continuity of fE follows from the continuity of a} (j^F). We havi

h＼tii^i＼EHl(Xi)―(fE% by the definition and Lemma A. 10, since (qj)l°h＼H%(Xix

=(gj)l＼HTn(Xix)=(qj)i°(fE)lfor /e/. For each i(=E, there is a base poin

preserving continuous map fi'.Xi―>Y such that h＼Hli(Xi)―(fi)'iby inductioi

hypothesis. Combining fE and fi (i^E), we get the desired map.

Let Y=＼/jejYj. Then there exist base point preserving continuous map

gj: X-^Yj (;'e/) such that gj(x)=yj and (q■_,-)*°h―(g;)*.As before for each ze

and A^Ai, there exists a countable subset Cu of / such that h(Hl(Xtx))C

HjeCixHl(Yj). We get OujdXix (/eC^) and ct^-: Xa-tXa as before. Defin

vr. V .1^ Kir.

f(s) =
I e

for stE.Oi).j(z'e/, X^Aif /eC^)

nthprwi<;p
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For each /, define a continuous map <pj:X-^-X by:

<P)＼Xix= onj if j^CiX; (pj{Xix)={x) otherwise.

Then qj°f=gj°<pjfor each /e/, hence / is continuous. It follows that

(q^fl＼Hl(Xu)=(gr<pj)l＼Hl(Xa)=(gj)l＼m(Xu)=(qj)^h＼Hl(Xa)

for zei, l^Ai and /eCu and

(qj)T*°fl＼HTn(Xu)=O=(qj)l°h＼HTn(Xn) otherwise.

Therefore h―f% by Lemma A. 10.

Next we show that slenderness of groups can be characterized using the

notion of spatial homomorphisms. Let H―＼JiE_^S＼be the Hawaiian earring,

where S＼is a copy of S1 for i^N, and K(A, 1) be an Eilenberg-Maclane com-

plex [23].

Theorem 6.3. The following statements are equivalent for a group A.

(1) A is slender;

(2) For a path connected space X with H1(X)^A, any homomorphism

h : H^Hy+H^X) is spatial;

(2r) For a path connected space X with H＼{X)=A, any homomorphism

h : HT1(H)-+HT1(X) is spatial;

(3) Any homomorphism h: H^H^H^K^A, 1))is spatial;

(3r) Any homomorphism h : H^H^H^KiA, 1)) is spatial.

Proof. The implications (2)->(3) and (2r)->(3r) are obvious. Since

HX{K{A, ＼))=Hl(K(A, 1)) by Corollary 2.2,(3)->(3r)follows from Proposition 1.1.

(l)-<2r): By Theorem 4.6, H^H^TI^nH^SI) (=Zn) naturally. There

exists neTV such that /z(IIi£7l//r(S'i)):={0}.Fix a point xeX. Since X is path

connected, there exist continuous maps ft: S＼-^-X(i<n) such that fi(e)=x and

(ft)l=h 1H＼{SX). Define f: H-+X by: 71^=/, (i<n) and f(WiinS＼)={x}.

Then h=fl

(l)->(2): Here we use some results and notation in [25]. By Griffith'

theorem [25, Theorem A.I], n^H, e)^%NZ hence Hx{H)~Ab{%NZ). Since

HTX{H)=ZN canonically, Ker aH=CN/{%NZ)', which is complete mod-17 by

Theorems 3.3 and 4.7 of [25]. Consequently h(Ker aH)= {0}, hence, there

exists a homomorphism h: H^H^H^X) such that h = h°oH. Similarly as

above we define /7s so that {fi＼―h＼H1{S＼)and also /. Since h only depends

on the direct summands H-XSV) (l<i<n) of HAH), we get h=f*.
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(3r)―>(1):Let h:ZN-^A be a homomorphism, where we identifyZN and

A with H^H) and HTX{K{A, 1)) respectively. Let /: H-*K(A, 1) be a con-

tinuous map with f*=h. Since K(A, 1) is locally contractible,there exists

neiVsuch that fUHl(S＼))={0＼for i<n. Hence A is slender.

Remark 6.4. (1) Here we show that Theorem 6.2 does not hold for singula

homology groups. By [25, Theorem 4.14], H^H) contains a subgroup iso

morphic to Q. Since Hl(H)^ZN is a torsion-free abelian group of card

nality 2*°and aH ･ H^H^H^H) is an epirnorphism, there exist 22*°-man?

endomorphisms on HX{H). On the other hand, there exist only 2*°-many con

tinuous maps from H to itself. Hence, not all endomorphisms are induced b}

continuous maps.

(2) In case X=tlieiS＼> any endomorphism h of HX(X) {=H＼{X)) is spatial

We show this as follows. Since 7c1(X)=fjIZ, Hl{X)=fiIZ. Let pt: X-+S

(iei) and pF: X->Hi(=FS＼ (Fcl) be the projections,where we consider S＼anc

ILe^S* as subspaces of X. Hom(fLe/^t, Z)=@i<Ei Hom^, Z) [8], hence foi

any ze/ there exists a finite subset Ft of / such that (pi)*°h=(pi)*°h°(pFi)*

Since any homomorphism from //1(II;e^i<§'})to H^S]) is spatial,there exists i

continuous map /*:![*=/&}eSf such that (/>i)*°/i=(/i)*(=(/*)*) for each i,

Define a continuous map /: X―>X by: piof―fi for every i. Then h=f*.

In case X=II/S'1, the situation is a little different. (Recall that this is

a canonical compact abelian group.) If the cardinality of 1 is less than the

least measurable cardinal, then every endomorphism of HX{X) is spatial,since

Horn (UiaAt, Z)sRie/ Horn {Au Z) [11, §94]. Otherwise, there exist non-

spatial endomorphisms of H^X) (^H^(X)). To see this,let pt and pF be the

projections as above. Take a non-principal countably complete ultrafilter£Fon

I and define a homomorphism h : H^X^H^Sl^) ((ZH^X)) by:

h(u-＼-B1)=a iff {ze/: pi°u+ Bl=a}sEi,

where ugC(J1( X)r＼Z^X) and a^H^S＼0)^Z). Suppose that /i=/+ for some

continuous map f : X-*X. Then {pia°f)*=f* holds. We define mgC(J1; Sl)r＼

ZxiS1) by: u(x, 30(O=(cos2^x, sin 2tzx)for (x, ^)eJi and z'e/. Then hiu + BJ

^0. Let £>0 be so small that p(v, w)<e implies that v^w for v, weC(J1,S1)

nZ^S1). Choose basic open sets Vu ･■■,VmdX so that ImwcUJii^j and

sup{p(pio°f(x),piQ°f(y)):x, y^Vj}<s, for l^j^m. Then there exists a

finiteFc/ such that every Vj depends on Hi(=FS＼. Let v=pF°u. Then Im y

Oj'f=i7; and pioaf°u-ypio°f<>v,hence /z(m+ Bi)=/i(i;+51). However, pi°v<BBx
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for i£F and hence (/>io°/)*(v+B1)=/i(i;+fi1)=O by the definition of h. This

contradicts to h{u+Bi)=£Q.

(3) Let T=S＼xSl be the torus with base point e. Then any endomor-

phism of H^T) {=HTX{T)) is spatial,but Theorem 6.2 does not hold for T-piled

spaces. To see this, take free generators eu e2, e＼,e＼(z'=l, 2) so that H^T)^

<<?!,e2> and i/1(TvD=<ei, e|>c<e?, el) naturally. Let h : H^T^H^TVT) be

the homomorphism such that h{ei)―e＼for i=l, 2. Suppose that h―f^ (=/*)

for some continuous map / : T-^TvT. Let p : TvT-tS'VS1 be the projection

so that p projects the firsttorus to the firstcoordinate S1 and the second to

the second. Then p°f induces a homomorphism from tti(T) to x^S^S1)

( = Z*Z) and Im p*h^ZRZ.

^(T) ―> 7r,(TvT) * 7c1(SivS1)^Z * Z

(Diagram)
'I

Hl(T)
/*

1

H^TyT)
p*

I

Since any nonzero abelian subgroup of Z*Z isisomorphic to Z and the diagram

commutes, Im p*°f*°f)is isomorphic to Z or trivial,hence so is Im£*°/*

because -qis surjective.This is a contradiction.

(4) Let X be a connected 2-simplicialcomplex and Y a path connected

space. Then the standard method shows that any homomorphism n^X) to tv^Y)

is induced by a continuous map from X to Y. On the other hand, there exists

a 2-simplicialcomplex X with tt1(X)^Zn. Then H＼{X)=H1{X)^ZN. How-

ever, we cannot replaceH by such an X in Thoerem 6.3. In addition,though

Hi{{S1)N)=ZN, we cannot replace H by (Sl)N as the preceding(3) shows.

A. Appendix

All groups in the sequel are abelian groups. Here we prove a hierarchy

theorem for the <r-Reid class of certain abelian groups, which is a version of

Theorem 5 of [5] and Theorem 1 of [6] and corresponds to the class of X-

piled spaces.

Definition A.I. Let A be a group. The a-Reid class of A is defined as

the smallest class which contains A and also fliejXi and Ri^iXt when each Xt

(z'e/) belongs to the class. A group in the c-Reid class of A is called a a-

Reid(A) group. Along the inductive definition, we define types for <j-Reid(A)

groups. Orders are the ordinals of types as in Definition 4.8.
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(1) ty(^)=(O, P)=(O,S);

(2) Let Xt (ze/) be <7-Reid(-4)groups of type ty(Xi), where |/|^2

Case (a): sup+{o(X<): *e/}=l.

f(1, S) if / is infinite;

ty(cie/Zf)=i
1(0, M) otherwise.

f(1, P) if / is infinite;
ty(niG/^) =

I (0, M) otherwise.

Case (b): sup+{o(Xi): i^l} = u+l for ≪^1.

ty(c<e,Xi) =

tVCRieiXi)

where IP

(fi+l, S) if IP is infinite;

(p., S) if 1P is empty;

(fi, M) otherwise,

(ju+l, P) if h is infinite;

(fi, P) if /s is empty;

(a, 31) otherwise,

381

= {*':ty(*i)=Gu, P) or (ft,M)} and Is={i: ty(Xt)=(/i,S) or (fi,M)}.

Case (c): sup+{o(Xj): i^I}―p a limit ordinal.

ty(0ie/Z,)=(/i, S) and ty(flls/*,)=(/*, P).

(Refer the remarks before Definition 4.8.)

By induction along the definition of a-Reid(A) groups, we get the follow-

ing Lemmas.

Lemma A.2. Let X be a <r-Reid(/l)group and (fi,F)-£ty(X). Then there

exists a a-Reid(A) group of type (u, F) which is isomorphic to a summand of X.

Lemma A.3. // a <j-Rq＼&{A)group X is of type(ft,M) (^^1) then there

exist(7-Reid(y4)groups Yx and Y2 such that Y^Y^X and tY{Yx)―{n,P) and

ty(Y2)=(fi,S).

Since the functors D and n! not only commute with direct sums but also

with cr-products,we get the next lemma.

Lemma A.4. // X is a ff-Reid(,4)group of type {a, F), then there exists a
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<j-Reid(A/D(A)) group of type (ft,F) which is isomorphic to X/D{X) and also

exists a a-Reld(n ＼A)group of type (≪,F) which is isomorphic to n IX.

The next lemma is a version of [14], but there exists no trap of the

measurable cardinality, because we only deal with ^-products. (Direct products

cause a trap of the measurable cardinality[11] and [6]. Using II instead of V in

in the definition of piled spaces, we get a version of piled spaces. In this case,

HI corresponds to groups in the Reid class, which is obtained by using direct

products instead of e?-products.) We investigate a-Reld(A) groups for a group

A with the properties (P) or (S) (Definition 4.9).

Lemma A.5. Let At (ze/) be groups and Gj(j^J) be reduced groups. For

any homomorphism h: Yin=iAi―>RjejGj (=G), there exist finite setsI'd, J'CLj

and n^N such that

h(n-Tliei＼r, At)(Z(&jej-Gj.

Proof. Since we want to apply Theorem 1(3) of [8], we use the same

notion and notation. There exists a quasi-sheaf (S, p) over P(l) such that 5"

is isomorphic to tli&iAi. (See [8, Definition 1].) By Theorem 1(3) of [8],

there exist countably complete maximal filtersFu ■･■,Fm of P(l) and an integer

n>0 and a finitesubset /' of / such that h(n-KFr..Fm)(Z(Bj^j'Gj. If F is a

non-principal countably complete maximal filter of P(I) KF = YlieIAi holds.

Therefore we may assume that Fu ･･･,Fm are principal. There exist au ･･･,am

=/ such that KFk = fli*akAi. Let l'={alt ■■■,am). Then KFr..Fb = r＼?=1KFk=

TiieiM'Ai and we get the conclusion.

By using Lemma A. 5 instead of Lemma 4 of [5], we prove the following

lemma.

Lemma A.6. Let A be a reduced group. If any (r-Reid(n＼A)group of type

(ft,F) is not isomorphic to a summand of any <r-Reid(n＼A)group of type (ft,V)

for each n^N, then any a-Reid(n＼A) group of type (ft+1, V) is not isomorphic

to a summand of any a-Reid(n＼A) group of type(^ + 1, F) for each n^N, where

F=P and F―S, or F―S and V=P respectively.

Proof. Suppose that a <r-Reid(ra!^l)group X of type G≪+l, F) is isomor-

phic to a summand of a <r-Reid(m!^4) group Y of type (j≪+l,F).

First consider the case that F=P and P=S. Then by Lemma A.3, we may

assume that X=@iBIXt and Y = flj(=jYj where {i: ty(Xi)―(fi,P)} is infinite

and ty(Yj)<L([t,S) for every ;g/. There exist /z:X―>Y and <r:Y->X such
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that a°h = id. By Lemma A.5, there exist n^N (n>?n) and finite sets I'd,

J'dJ such that a(n ･･･(m+l)-fW＼./'^)CcierXi. Then ci&nrn ･･･(m+l)Xt

is isomorphic to a summand of Yijej*n･■■(m+l)Yj. The latter group is iso-

morphic to a a-Reid(n＼A) group of type less than or equal to {p, S). There

exists an fe/＼/' such that ty(Xi)=(fi, P). Then n ■■･{m+l)Xi is isomorphic

to a (7-Reid (n＼A) group of type {[i,P) and thus we get a contradiction.

Next consider the case that P=5and V=P. Then as the former case, we

may let X=tii<=IXi and Y=Q)j(=jYj where {i: ty(Xi)=(fi, S)＼is infiniteand

ty(Yj)<i(fi,P) for every /e/. Let h and a be as before. By Lemma A.5,

there exist n^N(n>m) and finite sets I'd, J'CiJ such that h(n ･･･(m+1)-

n<e/＼/'-^i)Ccjej'^> This implies that n*e/＼/'W■･･(ra-fl)Xi is isomorphic to

a summand of Q)j(=j'n･･･(m+l)Yj, which induces a contradiction as the dual

case.

Theorem A.7. Let X and Y be <r-Reid(^4)groups and X be isomorphic to a

summand of Y. Then, ty(X)^ty(F) // A satisfies(F) and

(a) ty(F)=(n, V) for an odd n<=N;

(b) ty(F)=(n, F) for an even n^N; or

(c) o(Y) is infinite,

where (1) F=P and F=S; or (2) T=Sf and F=P, respectively.

Consequently, if A satisfiesboth (S) and (P) and o(Y)>l, then ty(X)£ty(Y).

Therefore, isomorphic a-Reid(A) groups of nonzero order have the same type.

Proof. If X is isomorphic to a summand of Y, then X/D(X) is isomor-

phic to a summand of Y/D(Y). Therefore we may assume D(A)―0 by Lemma

A.4.

(Finite case): From Lemma A.6, it sufficesto show the case of n = l. We

use the notation in the proof of Lemma A.6. Suppose that ty(Z)^ty(F). If A

satisfies(S), ty(F)=(l, P) and ty(X)^(l, S). By Lemma A.2, we may assume

that X=@rA and Y―fljA for infiniteindex sets 1 and /. By Lemma A.5,

there exist m^N and finitesets I'd, J'dJ such that ff(m!-nw^)Ccrm !A

This implies that Ri＼r(m＼A) is isomorphic to a summand of (m＼A)]J'＼ which

contradicts to (S). In case A satisfies(P), we can perform the proof similarly.

(Infinitecase): Suppose that the lemma holds in both cases ty(F)=(^, P)

and ty(3O=(//, S). Then it holds in cases ty(7)=(/*+l, P) and ty(F)=(iu+l,S)

by Lemmas A.6 and A.2. Then it also holds for the case ty(Y)=(fi, M). The

only remaining cases are ty(Y)=(fi, P) and ty(Y)=(fi, S) for a limit p.. We
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can prove similarlyto Lemma A.6 by using Lemma A.2.

Corrllary A.8. Let A be a group of finiterank. If A is notisomorphic

to a direct sum of a divisiblegroup and a bounded group, thenisomorphic a-

Reid(i4)grouts have the same type.

Proof. Since A/D(A) is a group of finiterank and unbounded, m-A/D{A)

is a nonzero group of finiterank for each m^N. Therefore A satisfies(P)

and (S). Moreover, Am is isomorphic to A only when m=l. Now the corol-

lary follows from Theorem A.7.

There exist many groups of infiniterank which satisfy either (P) or (S).

For example, unbounded almost slender groups satisfy (P) and unbounded,

reduced Fuchs-44-groups satisfy(S). We refer the reader to [7], [10] and [15]

foJ those groups.

Recall that a group is cotorsion-freeif it does not contain a nonzero cotor-

sion group, and that a homomorphic image of an algebraically compact group

is cotorsion [11]. A slender group is cotorsion-free and the class of cotorsion-

free groups is closed under direct products and subgroups. To prove a lemma

about homomorphisms between <r-Reid(^4)groups, we introduce a concept corre-

sponding to basic components of X-piled spaces.

Definition A.9. Basic components of <7-Reid(.4)groups are inductively

defined as follows:

(1) A itselfis the only basic component of A;

(2) Let An {l<^Ai) be all the basic components of a <7-Reid(^4)group Xt

for each f<s/. Then An {2.^Aiy ze/) are all the basic components of both

fli^iXi and cjg/Xj.

Note that a basic component of a a-Reld(A) group X is isomorphic to A

and is a subgroup of X. The next is a lemma for Theorem 6.2.

Lemma A. 10. Let A be a cotorsion-free,and X and Y be <;-Reid(^4)groups

and g, h^Hom(X, Y). If g＼Ax = h＼Ax for each basic component Ax of X, then

g ―h.

Proof. We prove by induction on the definition a a-Reid(A) group X.

(1) In case X=A, there is nothing to prove.

(2) In case X=RteIXit it is clear from Hom(X, Y)zLlLisIHom(Xt, Y) and

induction hypothesis. In case X=fliGIXi, we can see that g＼Ri&iXi = h＼Ri^IXi
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by the preceding case. Since ilie/^i/cie/^z is algebraically compact [11,

Theorem 42.11 and Y is cotorsion-free,we conclude e=h.

In the remaining part of thisappendix, we state about C(X, Z) for a scattered

subspace X of R. First recalldefinitionsconcerning scatteredness. For a space

X, let X' be the subset of X consisting of all accumulation points. Let Xo―X

and define Xa ―X'^ for a=fi + l and Xa = (~＼p<aXpfor a limit ordinal a. We

say that X is scattered if Xa = 0 for some a. For a scattered space Z, let

r(X) be the least ordinal a such that X≪= 0 and r(x)=max{a: x^Xa} for

Proposition A.11. Let A be a group with the discrete topology.

(1) Any (7-Reid(^4)group defined by using only index sets of countable cadi-

nalitiesis isomorphic to C(X, A) for some scattered subspace X of R.

(2) For any scattered subspace X of R, C{X, A) is isomorphic to a <;-Reid(v4)

srout defined bv using index sets of countable cardinalities.

Proof. (1) To prove by induction, it sufficesto realize Rre<EArC(Xn, A) and

II≪eivC(Xre,A) for scattered subspaces Xn of R. The only nontrivial case is

Q)n<=NC(Xn, A). We may assume Xnd(l/n + l, 1/n) and C(Xn, A)^Q. Let Z=

{0}UU≫eiv^nC/2. Then X is scattered and C(X, i4)=*;4c0BeArC(^B, A). Since

every C(Xra, ^4) contains a summand isomorphic to A, C(X, A)^^nBNC(Xn, A).

(2) This is shown by induction on r(X). We remark that for any scattered

subspace X of R, r(X) is countable and hence X is countable and O-dimensional.

If r(X)=l, X is discrete and hence C(X, A) is isomorphic to Ax, which is a

<r-Reid(^4)groups. In case r(X)=fi + l, X3 is discrete. We can take clopen

subsets Ux of X (xtEXp) so that {x}=Uxr＼Xp, Uxr＼Uy = 0 and ＼JxeX?Ux=X.

Now we work in Ux. Take clopen subsets Vn (n<=N) of Ux so that Vnr＼Vn

= 0 (m^n), ＼JneBifVn^j{x}=Ux and U≪S/BWU} (meiV) form neighborhood

bases of x. Then C(t/Z, ^4)s^40c.GiVC(7re,
^4),

which is isomorphic to a a-

Reid(^) group because r(Vn)^fi. Therefore C{X, A)^Hx^xpC(Ux, A) is also

isomorphic to a <r-Reild(A)group. In case r{X) is limit, let X―{xn: n^N}.

Since r(xn)<r{X), we can successively take clopen subsets Un of X so that

Utr＼Uj=0 (i*j＼ r(Un)<r(X) and xn(=V?=iUt. Then U≫eA't/re=^ and hence

C(X, A)^JJn(aivC(Un, A), which is isomorphic to a <7-Reid(/l)group by the

inHnr.Hnn hvnnthesis.
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